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Welcome

Welcome to Horizon’s Annual
Report to Tenants. I hope you find it
a useful and interesting review of
our performance in the period from
1 April 2015 to 31 March 2016.

We report on Horizon’s performance against
the Scottish Social Housing Charter Outcomes
(the Charter) set by the Scottish Housing
Regulator. This is compared with our
performance last year and also compared with
other housing associations. The report
provides information to explain our results and
tells you more about Horizon’s services for
tenants and sharing owners.

Many tenants and sharing owners got involved
and made a significant contribution to
improving Horizon’s services over the last year.
The Tenant Satisfaction Survey in February
2015 told us that tenants were happy with many
aspects of our customer services but
satisfaction levels with repairs services were
not as high. We held regional meetings and a
conference and heard more views from
conversations and surveys in a review of all of
our maintenance services. The changes made
as a result aim to improve these and deliver
better value for money. 

As part of a picture of improving or maintained
performance, our tenancy sustainment service
is helping tenants to increase their income, get
support when they need this and to pay their
rent. This benefits all tenants as more income is
collected and is then available to invest in
services or reduce charges. 

I am pleased that we have started work to
develop a tenant scrutiny panel to look at these
and other aspects of our service. The format of
this year’s report has been reviewed after
feedback from tenants on last year’s report.
I hope our new scrutiny panel will work with us
next year to prepare the report. 

We welcome any feedback you have on the
report and its contents, so please do get in
touch if you would like to give this.

You can let us know your feedback via our
website www.horizonhousing.org

Best wishes,

Julia Fitzpatrick
Managing Director

Julia Fitzpatrick, Managing Director



The ratings
Compared with the
Scottish average...

We are doing well We are doing ok We could do better 

About us
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Ratings

We compared ourselves against two averages:

• Scottish average (provided by the
Scottish Housing Regulator which
includes all Registered Social Landlords
[RSLs] and councils)

• RSL average (which includes RSLs only)

Our ratings throughout are compared to the
Scottish average performance of all landlords.

Our purpose
We promote and provide
affordable housing and services
that enable people, irrespective
of impairment, to live full
independent lives in the
community of their choice.

We own or manage 861
properties across 12 local
authority areas in Scotland. This
includes rented homes, leased
properties, traditional shared
ownership and Access Ownership
properties. We have 792
properties for social rent.

We also provide Care and Repair
services to around 4,000 older
and disabled homeowners in West
Lothian and North Lanarkshire.
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Charter outcome:
Quality of housing

Horizon manages its business so that:

• Tenants’ homes, as a minimum, meet the
Scottish Housing Quality Standard
(SHQS) by April 2015 and continue to
meet it thereafter, and when they are
allocated, are always clean, tidy and in a
good state of repair.

• Tenants’ homes are well maintained,
with repairs and improvements carried
out when required, and tenants are
given reasonable choices about when
work is done.

They told us our
timescales were
confusing and our target
response times were too long.

As a result, we streamlined our repairs
categories into two: emergency (4 hours) and
non-emergency (within 10 days), and we
shortened our target response timescales.

Our tenants also told us they wanted better
information about the repairs that had been
ordered. We now try to make appointments for
internal repairs.

Home

By March
2016,

100%
of our properties met
the Scottish Housing

Quality Standard
(SHQS). 

Adaptations
£113,000

Cyclical
maintenance
£170,000

Reactive repairs
£383,000Planned

maintenance
£567,000
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Expenditure 2015/16

Our repairs service is important to tenants and it
is important we get it right. We aim to make sure
that our tenants’ homes are well maintained and
we invest in them to minimise repairs and to
provide value for money. 

This year, we asked our tenants what they
thought of our repairs service and what
changes they would like to see.
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PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

Horizon 
2014/15

Horizon
2015/16

Scottish
Average
2015/16

RSL
Average
2015/16

How are
we doing?

Percentage of properties
meeting the Scottish Housing
Quality Standard

100% 100% 91.4% 93%

Percentage of tenants
satisfied with the standard of
their home (surveyed when
moving in)

91% 96% 87.9% 88.3%

Percentage of tenants
satisfied with the quality of
their home

85.1%* 85.1%* 86.5% 87%

Percentage of tenants, who
have had a repair carried
out in the last 12 months,
satisfied with the standard of
the service

73.4%* 73.4%* 89.9% 90.2%

Average length of time to
complete emergency repairs

2.7 hours 2.8 hours 5.1 hours 3.6 hours

Average length of time to
complete non-emergency
repairs

6.5 days 6.5 days 7.5 days 5.6 days

Percentage of repairs carried
out in the last year that were
completed right first time

98.8% 98.8% 90.2% 91.7%

*These figures were taken from our full tenant satisfaction survey in 2015. We usually carry out a full
survey every three years, and we plan to change our methods for surveying tenants in 2016/17.

Once the new repairs and maintenance policy has been in place for a year, we will be asking our
tenants for their views on the service, so we will have new figures to report in 2016/17.
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Charter outcome:
Estate management,
anti-social behaviour,
neighbour nuisance and
tenancy disputes

Horizon manages its business so that:

• Tenants and other customers live in
well-maintained neighbourhoods where
they feel safe.

Our grounds maintenance and communal
cleaning service is provided by our in-house
team which visits every neighbourhood at least
fortnightly to maintain our open spaces and
clean communal closes. 

• In East Renfrewshire, our Estates Team is
working closely with the council to improve
communal areas, including tree planting.

• We carried out planting in Dunfermline,
adding perennial shrubs and evergreen
plants to create colour.

• We replanted beds and replaced seating in
Edinburgh to provide a sheltered spot for
residents to sit out in.

In 2015/16, we recorded 78 cases of anti-social
behaviour. We work hard to reduce the impact
that anti-social behaviour has on our
communities, and we work closely with tenants
to find the best possible solutions.

All reports of anti-social behaviour are recorded
and investigated by our Housing Officers. They
work closely with our partners and other
agencies to resolve any issues and take action
where it is needed. The courses of action which
are open to us and which we used in 2015/16 in
cases of anti-social behaviour include
mediation, issuing warnings, agreeing
acceptable behaviour contracts and, in
extreme cases, court action. 

Horizon 
2014/15

Horizon
2015/16

Scottish
Average
2015/16

RSL
Average
2015/16

How are
we doing?

Percentage of anti-social
behaviour cases resolved
within agreed targets

95.1% 96% 86.6% 87.8%

Neighbourhood and
community
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help tenants who need extra support to claim
welfare benefits, manage a budget, or settle in
to a new community. As part of Link group, we
also offer our tenants advice and support from
Link’s specialist Money Advice and Welfare
Rights Advisors.

We reduced the time it takes us to relet a
property in 2015/16 to 20.7 days. Our
performance is much better than the national
average, but we think we can do even better
and have set a challenging target to reduce this
to 14 days in 2016/17. 

Having a home designed and adapted to meet
your needs is particularly important to Horizon
tenants. In 2015/16 we reduced the average
time it takes to complete an adaptation by over
a week. 

Access to housing
and support In 2015/16

our Housing
Support Service:

• supported 71 individuals
• helped tenants to
access over £88,000

in grants and
benefits

Horizon 
2014/15

Horizon
2015/16

Scottish
Average
2015/16

RSL
Average
2015/16

How are
we doing?

Average length of time taken
to re-let properties

21.3 days 20.7 days 35.4 days 29 days

Percentage of new tenancies
sustained for more than
one year

94% 100% 87.6% 88.6%

Average time to complete
adaptations

49 days 41 days 49.9 days 56.6 days

Charter outcome:
Tenancy sustainment

Horizon manages its business so that:

• Tenants get the information they need
on how to obtain support to remain in
their home; and ensure suitable support
is available, including services provided
directly by the landlord and by other
organisations.

We want people to be happy in their homes and
to sustain their tenancy with us. We provide
services to support tenants and sharing owners
to be able to do this. It is also important for
people to get the income and pay the bills,
especially rent, that mean they can live as
independently and as well as possible.

Horizon offers a range of welfare rights, money
advice and support services. Our Housing
Support Service was established in 2013 to
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Charter outcome:
Communication

Horizon manages its business so that:

• Tenants and other customers find it easy
to communicate with their landlord and
get the information they need about
their landlord, how and why it makes
decisions and the services it provides.

Around 40 tenants joined us for our tenants’
conference in June 2015, held at the Westerwood
Hotel in Cumbernauld.

They heard the results of
our 2015 Tenant
Satisfaction Survey
and shared their views
about what Horizon
does well and what we
could do better.

Horizon 
2014/15

Horizon
2015/16

Scottish
Average
2015/16

RSL
Average
2015/16

How are
we doing?

Percentage of tenants who
feel Horizon is good at
keeping them informed about
services and outcomes

94.8% 94.8% 90.6% 92.2%

Percentage of tenants
satisfied with the opportunities
to participate in Horizon’s
decision making processes

80.8% 80.8% 81.3% 83%

Communication
and participation

In 2015/16 our tenants have also:

• attended the Tenant Gathering, organised
jointly by Link and Dunedin Canmore

• given their feedback on how to improve
our repairs service

• given their views on our tenant satisfaction
survey plan

• responded to consultation and attended
focus groups to discuss proposed rent
increases 

In 2016, we are working to improve and expand
our ways of providing information and
communicating with tenants. The content of our
website is being improved, we have a Facebook
page and Twitter account, and we are
developing more accessible written information
about our services.

Around 40
tenants joined us
in June 2015 at

our tenants’
conference



Value for money
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Horizon tenants and sharing owners met with
the Tenants’ Information Service last year to
help us work out what Value for Money means
to them. This consultation identified three
important factors for Horizon customers:

• Service quality
• Getting the best deal for the least cost
• The condition of a property, especially

when moving in to a new home

Here are a few of the ways Horizon improved
value for money in 2015/16:

• Worked with Link Property and invested in
planned maintenance, so reactive
maintenance costs increased by only 1.7% 

• Provided more choice of finishes when
bathrooms are being replaced

• Replaced electric showers with
thermostatic showers, which are cheaper
for tenants to run

• Reduced tenant rent debt to 5% and
current residents’ debt to 3.5% 

• Collected £35,545 of rent arrears due by
current tenants

• Set a new re-letting standard to increase
tenants’ satisfaction with the condition of
their home on moving in

• Kept the rent increase substantially lower
than the national average

In 2015/16 we
reduced rent

arrears by

£35,545
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Rent is the main source of income
for Horizon to provide services to
tenants. This is the income we use to
repair, maintain and upgrade your
home; manage neighbourhoods;
and provide housing management
and advice services. Rental income
is also spent on capital repayments
and interest on the loans needed to
build or buy your homes.

Management and
maintenance
administration 33.96p

Planned/cyclical 
major repairs 20.73p

Reactive repairs and
improvements 16.52p

Bad debts 0.10p

*Depreciation 18.17 p

Loan interest 10.52p
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How we use each £1 of rental income

Weekly rent

Horizon 
2014/15

Horizon
2015/16

Scottish
Average
2015/16

RSL
Average
2015/16

How are
we doing?

Total rent arrears as a
percentage of rent due for
the year

5.29% 5% 5.3% 4.3%

Amount of rent lost due to
homes being empty, as
percentage of rent due

0.4% 0.4% 1% 0.9%

Rent increase 2.0% 1.5% 1.9% 1.7%

Size
No. of

properties
Horizon

2014/2015
Scottish
Average

RSL
Average

Blackwood
Housing

Association

Link
Housing

Association

1 bedroom 251 £76.43 £70.47 £72.78 £84.42 £72.60

2 bedrooms 359 £84.40 £71.65 £78.76 £92.76 £82.49

3 bedrooms 156 £90.87 £77.67 £84.81 £101.42 £89.94

4 (or more)
bedrooms

16 £97.88 £86.02 £94.94 £113.93 £97.98

*the reduction in the value over the lifetime of our properties.
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